From
The Chairman

To
The Chief Environmental Engineer
Regional Office, TVM / EKM

The Senior Environmental Engineer
Regional Office
Kozhikode

The Senior Environmental Engineer
District Office
Palakkad / Ernakulam - 1

The Environmental Engineer
District Office, TVM / KLM / PTA / KTYM / ALPY / IDK /
EKM 2&3 (ESC) / TSR / KKD / MLPM / WYND / KNR / KSGD

Sub: Consent of the Board for Ayurvedic hospitals with less than or equal to
15 beds

Ref: Representation dated 3/12/14 & 30/1/15 from Ayurvedic Medical
Association of India

Sir/Madam,

The Ayurvedic Medical Association of India, has vide reference
requested to exempt the Ayurvedic hospitals with bed strength less than
15 from the consent purview of the Board as these hospitals have no
medical labs and surgical treatment units. The matter has been
examined by the Board and the request is found to be genuine.
Considering the request it is decided to exempt Ayurvedic Hospitals
with bed strength less than or equal to 15 and effluent generation less
than 10 KL/day from the consent purview of the Board subject to the
following conditions:

1. They have to obtain in principle clearance from the Board for
 operating the hospital.

2. The hospital shall be registered with the local authority. In case of
 new hospitals (applying for registration) copy of registration shall be
 provided to the concerned District office of the Board subsequently.

3. Septic tank and soak pit facility shall be provided in the hospital for
 the disposal of effluent.

4. Solid waste shall be disposed of in scientific manner.

The hospital authorities has to submit an affidavit detailing the
above, along with the application for in principle clearance.

A copy of the application for in principle clearance, format of
affidavit to be submitted along with the application and format for
issuing in principle clearance are enclosed. The Head of District offices
are hereby entrusted to issue in principle clearance to Ayurvedic
hospitals with less than or equal to 15 beds, after collecting necessary
fee of Rs. 500/- as D. D. in favour of Kerala State Pollution Control
Board. This in principle clearance is not applicable to health clubs
attached to hotels/resorts.

Yours Faithfully,

Chairman

Encl: as above
Copy to:
1. CEE1, CEE2, SEE1, SEE2, EE1, EE2, EE3, EE4
2. C. A. to Chairman & Member Secretary
3. IT & C for uploading in Board's website
4. All technical affairs to H.O.
APPLICATION FOR IN - PRINCIPLE CLEARANCE FOR AYURVEDIC HOSPITALS
WITH < 15 BEDS
(to be submitted to the concerned District Office of the Board)

To
The Member Secretary
Kerala State Pollution Control Board,
Plamood, Pattom,
Thiruvananthapuram – 695 004

1. Particulars of applicant (Occupier)
i. Name of applicant
   (in block letters & in full) :

ii. Name of Institution :
   Address in full with pin code :
   Telephone No. :
   Fax No. :
   Survey No. :
   Village :
   Taluk :
   District :

2. Facilities in the hospital :

3. Activity for which in-principle clearance
   is sought
   i. Operation of Ayurveda hospital :
      Yes / No
   ii. Production of Ayurvedic medicines :
       Yes / No

4. Bed strength of the hospital :

5. Quantity of liquid waste generated
   and its mode of disposal :

6. Whether any process creating air pollution is
   carried out
   if so, details of pollution abatement
   measures provided :
       Yes/ No

7. Whether affidavit (in prescribed format)
   attached :
       Yes/ No

8. Capital investment for the
   establishment (in Rs) :

9. Details of fee remitted for in-principle clearance:
Declaration

I do hereby declare that all statements made and information given are true to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have not concealed any information.

I do also hereby undertake to provide any further information sought by the Kerala State Pollution control Board in relation to the Water, Air Act & Environment (Protection) Act/ Rules and to fulfil any condition stipulated by the Kerala State Pollution Control Board. In the event of enhancement of bed strength above 15 or effluent generation above 10 KL/day, I shall apply for consent to operate as applicable.

Date: 
Signature of Applicant
Name of Applicant
Affidavit
(to be submitted in stamp paper worth Rs. 100)

I hereby submit the following additional information for processing the in-principle clearance application.

My ayurvedic hospital is having a bed strength of less than or equal to 15 beds. The effluent generated from the hospital shall be disposed of through septic tank, soak pit system. The hospital is/ will be registered with the local authority.

I declare that the information furnished above is true. I understand that the issue of in-principle clearance is based on the information provided by me. I further understand that if any variation is observed subsequently by the Board the in-principle clearance given is liable to be revoked. Further, I also undertake to submit formal application to the Board for integrated clearance (consent to operate) and to get consent to operate from the Board on enhancement of bed strength above 15 or when effluent generation from the unit exceeds 10 KL/day.

Place: 
Date: 
Signature
Name of Applicant
Designation
IN-PRINCIPLE CLEARANCE

File no. PCB/………..

Date of issue:
Valid upto:
(One year from the date of issue)

a. This in-principle clearance under Water Act, 1974 and Air Act, 1981 is granted subject to the power of the Board to review and make variation in all or any of the conditions as the Board deems fit as per the relevant Acts/Rules.

b. The in-principle clearance unless withdrawn earlier and subject to condition no (a) above shall be valid for the period as specified above.

c. Sewage / trade effluent generated shall be disposed of only through septic tank – soak pit facility.

d. The entire solid waste generated from the hospital/ unit shall be segregated, collected and disposed of properly in scientific manner.

e. There shall not be any unauthorised discharge of effluents or fugitive emission from the hospital/ unit.

f. The occupier of the hospital/ unit shall apply for consent to operate of the Board in the prescribed format on enhancement of bed strength to above 15 or generation of effluent exceeds 10 KL/day, failing which the in-principle clearance shall become automatically cancelled.

g. This clearance is subject to all statutory and mandatory clearance required for operating the hospital/ unit.

Office seal

Signature & seal of
Head of District Office

To

Copy to
1. The CEE/ SEE, Regional Office, Kerala State Pollution Control Board
2. The Member Secretary, Head Office, Kerala State Pollution Control Board
3. Stock file